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Little Scientists of RDPS

r National Science Day

R.D.P.S.

Classrooms IV (A-E)

February 2L ,ZOLB (40 mins)

Class IV (A-E)

Intra-Class Activities

OBJECTIVES:

' To provide information about the importance of the scientific invention$.

' To motivate them to explore and give shape to their innovative ideas time machine , talking
cap , small light etc

. To enhance students skill of expressing themsetves.
r J6 promote their aesthetic, cognitive, scientific and social skills.

DESCRIPTION:

"Scienfists are the true driving force of civilizations,
-Jame-< Burke

The astronomer Carl Sagan once said, "Everybody starts out as a scientist. Every child has the

scientist's sense of wonder and awe." Keeping in mind the same, an activity ' Little scientist*based

on the theme'National Science Day'was conducted, The students were informed about the activity.

The students were guided to draw and write down their imagination on what they warrt to invent in

their future on an A-4 size sheet. They were also informed about the importance of the scientific

inventions in past that made our life easier ,They were motivated to write abor:t their future

invention which will ignite the passion for knowledge and help them to decide their aim to become

the future scientist. The students participated in the activity with great zeal and enthusiasm. Five

little scientists were selected from each section. Out of which best five were awarded on the basis of

cconstructivism, curiosity and clarity. The activity was a great learning experience and a stepping

stone for our future scientists. All the students were appreciated for their commendable efforts. In

whole, the activity catered to the cognitive, social, scientific and aesthetic domains of the learners.
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